A Wall for Every Project:
At storeWALLwe offer three uniquely different grades of wall panel. A wall for every
project and every budget. A few notes about each are provided below so that you can
make the best choice for the project that matters most – your project.
Heavy Duty: This is our elite wall panel so it is loaded with high end and high
preforming features. It is considerably larger than all other wall panels (15” high) and
also thicker. It is produced with a high-density industrial grade PVC which allows for
crisp edges on the slat (not rounded) It is compatible with our hidden fastener
installation system (Installstrips) so it provides for a more attractive and easier
installation. And the Installstrip is the source of incredible holding capacity of 300lbs per
square foot at the surface (be sure and see our video demonstration). If you want the
best slatwall system the world has ever seen storeWALL Heavy Duty is the choice for
you.
Standard Duty: This is the second best slatwall system on the market and provides
many of the high end and high performing features as our found in our Heavy Duty such
as high-density industrial grade PVC and they can make use of our installstrip
installation system (270 lbs of holding capacity at the surface). However, our Standard
Duty wall is a little smaller (12” high) and a little thinner. Please see our Standard Duty
wall video. If you are looking for good performance at a value price our Standard Duty
wall is the choice for you.
Basic Duty: This wall panel is by definition very basic and made to be the same as
other regular slat wall panels found in the market. It is 12” high, has rounded slats, and
can only be installed by screws through the face of the panel into the stud. It’s holding
capacity is limited to 75lbs per square foot at the surface. The primary advantage of our
Basic Duty is its low price. Please see our Basic Duty wall video.

A Few More Important Notes:
Moisture: PVC slatwall panels are impervious to moisture. This makes them ideal for
uncontrolled climates such as the garage. PVC panels will last almost forever and are a
much better choice than MDF slatwall and pegboard which is quick to rot and typically
only lasts a season or two.
Force: Force and PVC slatwall are a bad combination. As explained, our PVC is
incredibly strong, but this is not to suggest it is unbreakable. Think of a hammer.
Certainly, our wall panels can support the weight of any hammer. However, if you use
the hammer to strike the wall panel with enough force the hammer is going to win every
time. So be careful not to create unwanted force by “plopping” a heavy item on a hook,
shelf, or basket. Also be wary hooks, shelves, and baskets manufactured by other

companies that can be of loose fitting. For this reason, we do not warranty our wall
panels when other manufactures’ accessories are used.
Streaking: Roller markings and streaking are inherent to extrusion manufacturing.
These are typically imperceptible in lighter colors but can be more noticeable in darker
colors when refracting light and viewed from a side angle (normally when hung on the
wall they are not visible from a frontal view). So as to eliminate any unwanted streaking
we have taken an additional step and added a surface treatment to the darker colors in
our Heavy Duty and Standard Duty wall to include Weathered Grey, Graphite Steel, and
Bronze. Please note our Basic Duty wall does not include this surface treatment.
Color Matching: Extruded PVC is a bit like mixing paint in that that can be some
variation in color from batch to batch. We control this with a spectrometer and tight
tolerances but even so, different batches can refract light differently and thus appear to
have slight variation in shading. To best prevent this, we discourage mixing panels from
different batches on the same wall. For this reason, all of our wall panels have the batch
date marked on both the carton and the backside of the panel.

Graphite Steel and Bronze finishes are a unique metallic surface treatment, very
similar to that found on an automobile. The substructure is solid PVC as are all
storeWALL slatwall panels. Please note the metallic effect is only on the surface and if
gouged deep enough, just like an automobile, the gouge may show. Thus we
encourage reasonable care and handling be exercised when choosing our Graphite
Steel or Bronze slatwall panels.
Weathered Grey finishes are made as solid color slatwall but do have a painted finish
on the surface. This is to eliminate common streaking in the extrusion process that is
only found in grey extruded plastic. The painted finish results in a even consistent
finish.
Rustic Cedar, Global Pine and Barnwood finishes are intended to simulate real
wood; and like real wood there might be some variation in grain and tint from panel to
panel.

